S3772 SIXTH SENSE (USA, 1/15/1972-12/23/1972) [TV SERIES]

**Series summary**: Science fiction series set in the contemporary U.S. Dr. Michael Rhodes (Collins) is a college professor with an interest in the paranormal. He and his assistant Nancy (Ferrar) spend much of their time investigating mysteries involving extra-sensory perception, spirits, possessions, and other such experiences.

**I do not belong to the human world** (1/15/1972)

**Credits**: director, Alf Kjellin; writer, Anthony Lawrence.

**Cast**: Gary Collins, Catherine Ferrar, Kip Niven, Jim McMullan, Christina Crawford, Belinda Montgomery, Bert Freed.

**Summary**: In this episode the friends and family of Randy Blake (Niven), a soldier MIA in Vietnam and presumed dead, seek Rhodes’ help after they begin to receive extra-sensory messages from Randy who appears to be in a Viet Cong prison camp. The recipients include his ex-girlfriend Tina (Montgomery), his sister Betty (Crawford), his father (Freed), and his former Nam-buddy Peter Martin (McMullan) who was with Randy when they were ambushed and captured by the V.C. The plot is complicated by the characters relationships: Peter is now engaged to Randy’s ex-girlfriend, but was previously involved with Randy’s sister. Peter continues to insist that Randy was KIA, though he knows Randy was alive when he escaped their prison through a tunnel beneath the prison hospital. Peter is concerned that further inquiries about Randy would expose the fact that (after torture) he (Peter) had collaborated with the V.C. To prevent further inquiries, Peter sets fire to the Blake family cabin and unknowingly kills Randy’s father. Running away from the fire, Peter is struck and killed by an automobile. Shortly thereafter, Randy escapes his V.C. prison and returns to the U.S., reporting that he heard the dying Peter tell him how to escape.

No known reviews.
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